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There was an article in Popular Photography in April 
about a bill that was being considered in the state 
of Arkansas regarding model releases. The law was 
meant to protect the privacy of people in public places. 
Basically, the law said that any image showing a
recognizable person would require written consent of 
the person photographed if the image could be viewed 
by people in Arkansas. This would place a heavy
burden on all photographers, to either get explicit
consent from every individual whose likeness appears 
in all of their photographs, or risk defending them-
selves in a lawsuit where they would have to shoulder 
the burden of proving the use of their photographs
qualifies as an exempted use under the Arkansas law. 
With the prevalence of the Internet, any photograph 
on-line would qualify since people in Arkansas could 
view the image there. The law was passed, but the 
governor vetoed the measure. It is a reminder that as 
photographers, we have rights that we should know
and we also have responsibilities. 
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by Diane Durand, GRCC President 

Our website contains a great article about photographer’s rights. If you are not breaking any laws 
and are in a public place photographing, you have the right to photograph anything in public view. 
Generally, people do not have an expectation of privacy when they are in a public place, so photo-
graphing people is also allowed. However, if you are going to profit from or publish images for trade 
or advertising of people who are recognizable, you must have a model release. Similarly, if you are 

photographing private property, you may need a release depending on how 
you intend to use the image. No release is needed for photographing public 
buildings. However there are limitations to what you can photograph due to 
security concerns.

While the images we see at camera club competitions would not
necessarily be restricted under any of these rules, to be safe, you should
always know what the laws are concerning photography in general
and the use of your images in particular. Once your photo gear
is packed, arm yourself with information
so you know what rights you have and
what your responsibilities are.



The

Our May program will be presented by Eric Engelbarts II, 
of the West Michigan Sports Commission. The mission 
of the West Michigan Sports Commission is to promote 
Michigan’s West Coast as the premier venue for host-
ing a diverse level of youth and amateur sporting events, 
enhancing the economy and quality of life in the region.  
Eric is the Executive Director of the Meijer State Games 
of Michigan.
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Marie Velting, a long-time GRCC 
member, passed away on April 7; 
she had been fighting cancer.
Marie was a wonderful talented 
photographer, and she will be 
missed.

Here is a sampling of her work, 
and a quote from her that was
included in her Lights & Shadows 
interview of March 2012.

grCC Loses Long-time member

meeting Presentation: sPorting event PhotograPhY

I have photographed many things from ladybugs to mountains,
and many times they fit together nicely on the same image. I find that amazing!

I have enjoyed all of it
(except when I fell in a bog, got poison ivy and attacked by blackflies and mosquitos).

Taking photographs has been a good adventure!

20
MAY

Weds.

 
The signature event of the West Michigan Sports Commission, the Meijer State Games of Michigan, is a 
multi-sport, Olympic-style event that welcomes athletes regardless of age or ability. The Games embody 
the values of participation, sportsmanship and healthy living among residents of the state of Michigan. The 
philosophy of the Meijer State Games of Michigan is that everyone participates regardless of age or ability; 
everyone is welcome and everyone plays. The Meijer State Games of Michigan is truly a grassroots orga-
nization that relies on the dedication of thousands of volunteers and the support of corporate partners. Like 
the Olympics, the Meijer State Games of Michigan includes an Opening Ceremonies that allows thousands 
of spectators to witness the Parade of Athletes, Lighting of the Cauldron and experience great entertain-
ment. In the inaugural year (2010), the Meijer State Games of Michigan drew over 3,500 athletes from 62 
Michigan counties. These athletes participated in 15 sports and were awarded over 1,700 medals. The
Meijer State Games of Michigan added the inaugural Winter Games to continue fulfilling the mission of 

See SPORTING EVENT PHOTOGRAPHY  - Continued on page 3
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I am sure at one time or another you have wondered why your image did not receive the score you 
think it deserved. So, I asked each of our judges “What is the one thing that would prompt you to give 
an image a lower score?” Here are their responses...

ComPetition Corner

what Do the JuDges saY?
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So, there you have it. As my Dad used to say “right from the horse’s mouth” (I guess we should change 
horse to judge). Choose your entries carefully. Check for these errors before you submit your images 
and you should be rewarded with better scores.

For portraits, overly edited eyes and
overly softened skin. “People should still 

look like people, not dolls”.
The dominant part of the image has

nothing to do with the Assigned Subject 

even though it is an excellent image.

While I will reward good technique with 
a 4, an image I have seen over and over 

would not likely receive a 5 because
repetition dilutes the impact.

Entering duplicate images in prints and 
digital on the same night would influence 
me to give a lower score, since seeing the 

same image twice would reduce the impact.

A subject poorly lit such as obvious use
of flash, harsh unattractive shadows,

flat lighting with no shadows.

A Crooked Horizon.

Fill the Frame.

Over-processed, over-sharpened, over-HDR’d.

Over-saturation, especially in nature.

Over-saturation – “its a fine line”

The lack of a subject or theme.

Not sharp, out of focus.

A nice subject with a distracting background. 

Poor, uninteresting or weak composition.

Including “too much” into the image.  

by Jeanne Quillan, Competition Chair and Coordinator 

SPORTING EVENT PHOTOGRAPHY  - Continued from page 2

being a grassroots organization that welcomes athletes from all ages and abilities. The Winter Games
consisted of 12 different sports in which 1,645 athletes participated. Photography has become a big part of 
the Meijer State Games of Michigan. Photographers are allowed complete access to the venues in an effort 
to advertise the event and bring more people to West Michigan.
While the Meijer State Games of Michigan is the largest event, it is not the only event held in
West Michigan that offers great photographic opportunities. Eric will have information about many
sporting events that will be held in West Michigan in the near future, leading to Michigan
hosting the State Games of America in 2017.
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I believe that as more photographic devices are created, the more interest there will be in 
just when and where they began.  I have previously talked about the “camera obscura”, 
the invention of photography, etc. But what about the lenses that eventually connected to 
our magic boxes?  Surely optics are as important to the history of the camera as any of its 
other parts/pieces.  Just when did optics come on board?
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the sCienCe of oPtiCs goes waY baCK...

It turns out that Egyptian hieroglyphs depict a simple lens as far 
back as the 8th century B.C.  Whether they were used for magni-
fication or concentration of sun rays we do not know.  An existing 
artifact known as the Nimrud lens dates back to the 7th century 
B.C.  In Aristophanes’ ancient Greek play, The Clouds (424 B.C.), 
mention is made of a “burning glass” (biconvex lens).  Emperor 
Nero was said to have watched the ancient Roman gladiatorial 
games through a shaped emerald to correct for nearsightedness.
The Vikings made use of polished crystal burning glasses to start 
fires in the 11th century.  The quality of their lens work was
comparable to our aspheric lenses of the 1950s.

Obviously, the camera was not the initial or only driver of lens evolution throughout
history.  Lenses were pivotal in the development of spectacles, optical microscopes, 
refracting telescopes, magnifying glasses, monoculars, binoculars, projectors, lighthouse 
Fresnel lenses, etc.  It is clear that without the lens, the camera was a non-starter.

So, what of the future of lenses?  We have seen lenses get bigger and bigger, even huge in 
optical telescopes, only to shrink again as more mirrors and optical arrays came into play.  
We could see the lens’ weight gain as photography lusted for the faster and faster glasses, 
then see them get lighter again as glass coatings allowed for impossibly complex optics 
via computer-aided design and manufacture.  You can find articles describing liquid-filled 
lenses for future cameras (these lenses change their properties by squishing the liquid 
around). Oh, did I neglect to mention the liquid-filled globes used by the ancients for 
magnification? We have seen modern medium-format cameras that require substantial-
size glass while 4/3 cameras use smaller lenses.  Full-frame digital sensors need glass 
with a big footprint while crop sensors can get by with more diminutive designs.  Take a 
close look at the lens on your cell phone (if you know which orifice it resides in) to see 
how small a useable lens can get.

Big or small, fast or slow, fixed or zoom, expensive or cheap, the science of optics goes 
way, way back in history, but promises that it still has a long way to go.  To see forward 
into the future, look back into history for clues and inspiration.

Timed exposure
Steve Port’s

A Bit of Photographic History
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grCC image of the month by Jeanne Quillan

This digital entry from the previous month’s competition was chosen GRCC Image of the Month. 
This image appealed to Rebecca Humes and may not necessarily be the image that scored the
highest. Next month’s image will be chosen by a different member.

WHY I LIKED IT:
Insects are one of the first things
that drew me to photography.
Maybe that is one of the reasons
this image spoke to me.

This image is absolutely per-
fect.  The amount of detail and 
vibrance in the bug and the plant 
is unbelievable, right down to the 
sticky sap coming from the plant. 
Not only is this a great technical 
picture but it also tells the story
of the strange circle of life where
the plant gets the bug.
       - Rebecca

HOW I CREATED IT:
The ant in this image was found in my backyard. I placed 
him on a carnivorous Sundew plant in my indoor studio. 
These plants slowly wrap around an insect with their 
sticky tentacles and eat them. The ant was rescued from a 
slow death and I put him back outside after the shoot.
I used a 100 mm macro lens on a Canon 40d set at ISO 
100, F22, at 1/60 of a second. I also used three Alien Bees 
flash units to light the scene.  Homemade “shoot through” 
diffusion panels made of rip-stop nylon softened the light. 

Shooting insects in the studio allows for good control 
of the insect, the lighting, and the backgrounds.  The 
backgrounds are normally large prints of blurred outdoor 
backgrounds placed in the studio behind the insect
      - Jerry

Selected by Rebecca Humes

“Ant Caught”  by Jerry Keifer
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by Greg Ferguson

interview: LarrY horn

Larry, can you give us a little background on yourself?
My first real camera (and my photography interest) started 
with a Yashica Electro 35 Rangefinder in 1971. I was 
in the Navy and stationed in Iceland where I took some 
photo classes and photographs on my time off. Later, I 
was transferred to Ethiopia (1972), bought my first SLR 
(Pentax System), and had a chance to go on a safari in 
Southern Ethiopia.  Then I spent some time diving and 
photographing in the Red Sea (using a Konica C35 with 
an underwater housing). In 1973, I purchased my First 
Canon (F1) before I left Ethiopia and later purchased a 
Ikelite underwater housing.
I left the Navy in 1975 (after serving 6 years) for a job 
with the Department of Defense (DOD) in San Diego;
that was a great place for diving and underwater 
photography. I took some photo classes at San Diego State 
and took photo classes from Howard Hall (now famous 
underwater I-Max Film photographer). Later, I joined
San Diego Diving/Camera Club, and we met monthly at 
LaJolla Cove to dive and photograph. Besides the
Red Sea, I have had opportunites to dive/photograph in 
the Florida Keys, Guam, and Catalina Island (off the coast 
of California).

When did you join GRCC?
I got my first Digital Camera (Minolta A7, 5 MP), and it helped restore my interest in photography. My brother’s 
friend (Randy Zwiers) was looking for a camera club to learn more about photography and see what he could do 
in competition.  It sounded good to me, so together we checked out several clubs and decided to join GRCC in 
1997. At GRCC, I went back to using a Canon with my 20D (1998) and later a 40D (2008).
An interesting side note... In 2010, I was published in the Wichita’s Premier Wedding Resource Magazine.
They were doing a special on pets involved in weddings. I photographed my daughter Lisa, Ryan and their dog 
Gertrude (who was the ring bearer).

What do you like to photograph?
Nature, wildlife, scenery, travel and sports is what I like best. What I do the most is people photography,
including photographing activities around church. My photos are now projected or viewed on several monitors 
around the church, in the church newsletter, and on their website. I also do a yearly Proshow slide show
(A Year in the Life of First Church) for our members who wish to see it, and I made copies for shut-ins as well.
I have done the last two Church directories (photographing 400 families).

Ludington Lighthouse

See LARRY HORN INTERVIEW  - Continued on page 7
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What advice can you
give our members?
“Try” not to get hung-up with 
technology, and keep busy year 
round. That’s how I started doing 
church photography; every week 
there are many events to shoot. 
This will help keep your camera 
and Photoshop skills at a higher 
level so you’ll be ready for other 
important shoots.

What would you like to see done within the club?
I would like to see more critiquing of photos (not in competition) 
like we did back in October of 2014. I know we didn’t have many 
people send in photos, but I believe if members see how to correct 
or improve their own photos early on, they would be able to make 
improvements. This would mostly benefit newer photographers, 
and maybe could be done at separate time, so this would not have 
to be done in front of the whole group.
This may be at done at break time (but may be too
involved for the time available).

Photographer Rex Larsen gave an interesting presentation at our 
April meeting on Visual Problem Solving and Creating Strong
Graphics on a Deadline. His knowledge, experience, enthusiasm, 
humor and strong presentation skills made for an enjoyable evening. 
Thank you Rex!

Cobra

Eagle in
Flight *

*Photo was cropped 
tighter to fit layout

LARRY HORN INTERVIEW  - Continued from page 6

Lighthouse Pilings

thanKs to rex Larsen for aPriL Presentation 



If you have any changes to your email address or other info
(to keep our membership list up-to-date),

email Christine Mooney at:
treasurer@grcameraclub.org

The

As of April 23 our old email address of
digital@grcameraclub.org is no longer being used; 
any emails sent to that address will not be received. 
You will need to use images@grcameraclub.org for 
sending all your competition images and any other 
emails to our Digital Coordinator Jim Shearer Jr.

Remember, Jim will always acknowledge the receipt 
of your images. If you do not hear from him, assume 
something is wrong and contact him about the issue. 
Contact information can be found on our website.

use new DigitaL emaiL aDDress

The following joined our club recently:

• Jon Hilty who shoots with Canon, 5X-70, Large Format
• Kent McPherson who shoots with a Canon
• Michelle Keyes who shoots with a Nikon
• Dawn Berry who shoots with a Nikon D5300 and
 Fugifilm Finepix F900 EXR

Please welcome Jon, Kent, Michelle and Dawn when you 
see them.

weLCome new members to grCC

when Changes oCCur...
Let Christine Know

Let’s make the most of our
Lights & Shadows newsletter...
If you have news that is photo-

graphically related about yourself 
or another member, send it my 

way. Just click on the email link 
below and include “Member 

News” in the subject line.

Photography popularity is increasing 
because of advances in technology and 
the internet. When you discover some-

thing (you’ve bought or seen on the 
internet) that you think our members 
might like, send me the info or link. 

Use the email link below and include 
“Photograpy News” in the subject line.  

Let me know what you think about 
our newsletter. We have articles 

submitted by many GRCC mem-
bers, and feedback and comments 

are welcomed and appreciated.
Use the email link below and 

include “L&S Feedback”
in the subject line.

Member News Photography News L&S Feedback

LSNewsEditor@grcameraclub.org

be a rePorter for the Lights & shaDows
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The 2015 list of Assigned Subjects and definitions are available on our website on the Competition
Corner page. A business-card-size list, without definitions, is also available at our meetings.

grCC assigneD subJeCts for 2015 

October .........Churches of Any Kind
November .....Latches, Handles
  and Hinges
December .....Starts with “Z”

 
 
May .........Predominantly Red
June .........Bird’s-Eye View

 
     SUMMER BREAK

September .......Shoes

mailto:treasurer@grcameraclub.org
mailto:LSNewsEditor%40grcameraclub.org?subject=
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First Drive After
Exit Traffic Light

Regular meetings are held
the third Wednesday of the 

month except for
February, July and August.

 Time:  7:15 PM
 Location:  Boy Scouts of America
  3213 Walker Ave. NW
  Walker, MI

thanK You for the treats!
A big thank you for bringing in treats

for our April meeting: 
Garnette Port

Jan Lewis
Ned Hughes

Rosemary Van  Houten

When preparing an image for printing, 
as the final step, you can add a 3-pixel 
black hairline around the perimeter to 
define the edge. Here is an easy way to 
do this:
Select the entire image
(Mac: Command-A, PC: Control-A),
and go to Edit>Stroke and set the Width
to 3 px. Then set the color to black,
and the Location to Inside.
Click OK and it is done!

Kelly Walkotten is a
West Michigan Photographer, 

Presenter, and Teacher of
Adobe Photoshop Elements, 

Photoshop CS6 and
Lightroom 4. She started with 
Photoshop 7 about eight years 

ago and has continued to
upgrade as they programs did, 
adding Lightroom when it was 

still in beta.

Newsletters are planned for every month
except July and August.  If you have GRCC news,

information or photos for the June
Lights & Shadows, please get these submitted

 on or before Thursday, May 28, 2015.
You can send them to the Lights & Shadows editor: 

       LSNewsEditor@grcameraclub.org

stroKe it

visitors are weLCome to
attenD our meetings!

marK Your CaLenDars28
MAY

Kelly has taught Photoshop classes and 
presented photography programs for many 

camera clubs and groups throughout
Michigan, as well as Arizona and Florida.

She currently teaches Photoshop at
Workshoots Studio in Grand Rapids.

Kelly has also led seminars on Lightroom,
and teaches at the SWMCCC Summer

Weekend of Photography.

Her work can be viewed at:
www.KellyWalkottenPhotography.com

tiPs from KeLLY... by GRCC Member Kelly Walkotten
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mailto:LSNewsEditor%40grcameraclub.org?subject=
www.KellyWalkottenPhotography.com

